We are looking for a committed person immediately

**Head of Fundraising**

MYBLUEPLANET is a non-profit, independent Swiss climate protection organization. It develops concrete measures for climate protection in everyday life and communicates the message that each individual can contribute to climate protection. MYBLUEPLANET has the goal of getting people excited about climate protection in line with the motto: “Today together for tomorrow.” You can find more information about us on our website [www.myblueplanet.ch](http://www.myblueplanet.ch).

**Your profile**

Are concerned about the Climate Crisis? Do you want to take action to address it? Do you want to use your network and expertise to mobilise resources for climate action? Then maybe you are our new Head of Fundraising?

**Specific Tasks**

- Monitor donor (foundation, cantonal and communal) websites and identify opportunities matching the scope of work of the organization
- Develop concepts /project ideas and project proposals for resource mobilization
- Collaborate with and support the Regional Director to mobilise resources.
- Suggest and develop other innovative ideas for effective resource mobilization

**Requirements**

- Good network in the philanthropic sector and contacts with HNWIs.
- Proven success in mobilizing resources for nonprofit organisations, specially from foundations in Suisse Romande.
- High motivation and enthusiasm for climate action and interest in working in a non-profit organization.
- French mother tongue. Conversant in German and English.

**Workload & Place of work**

- This is a ‘work from home’ post.
- You will be in contact with the other fundraising volunteers of the Winterthur hub.

**What you can expect**

- Diverse tasks and space to bring in your own ideas
- Highly motivated colleagues with different backgrounds
- Exciting development opportunities
- With regular engagements you can name us as a reference and be featured on the team page.
- After a certain number of working hours you will receive a free membership.
- Freedom for personal initiative

**Entry**

Immediately.
We are looking forward to your application!

**Contact**

Devendra Rana, devendra.rana@myblueplanet.ch